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ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel image cryptosystem that combines the adapted Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm with a quantum-inspired Discrete-time QuantumWalk (DTQW). The
proposed approach leverages the strengths of both PSO and DTQW, integrating them to achieve high security
and efficiency in image encryption. The main contribution of this work lies in the development of this unique
cryptosystem. While previous approaches have separately explored PSO or DTQW, our integration of these
two techniques offers a novel and innovative approach. By employing chaotic sequences generated by a 3-D
chaotic system and a controlled DTQW model, our cryptosystem demonstrates a high sensitivity to even
slight changes in the original image. This sensitivity ensures that minor modifications in the plaintext lead to
significant changes in the ciphertext, enhancing the system’s resistance against attacks. Simulation outcomes
prove that the proposed encryption mechanism has high security as well as high effectiveness.This makes it
well-suited for practical implementation in a post-quantum computing era.

INDEX TERMS Image security, adaptive particle swarm optimization, chaotic maps, data security, quantum
walks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data security and privacy present a vital mission in the recent
age, in which digital images are generally utilized to depict
data. Digital data can be maintained by applying one of the
data hiding and/or encryption approaches [1], [2], [3]. Image
encryption intends to transform image data from a discernible
pattern to an indiscernible style [4], [5], [6], [7].

Chaotic maps present a crucial task in developing image
encryption algorithms [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. In [8],
El-Latif et al. suggested a novel S-box approach and
presented its role to developing an image cryptosystem in
which the offered s-box algorithm is based on a 3D chaotic
system. Using a 3D bit-plane permutation, Gan et al. [9]
suggested a color image encryption mechanism utilizing a 3D
Chen chaotic mapping.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yi Fang .

Recently, metaheuristic methods are employed extensively
in various fields of our daily lives. Metaheuristic methods
are categorized into nine different classes according to
the reports stated in [13], [14], and [15]: social-based,
chemical-based, physics-based, mathematics-based, sport-
based, biology-based, swarm-based, music-based, and hybrid
techniques which are mixes of those. Swarm-based meth-
ods are employed extensively in designing modern image
encryption algorithms to provide high security. Based on an
improved 7D hyperchaotic system, Kaur et al. [16] offered
an image encryption mechanism in which an evolutionary
algorithm is operated to tune the primary parameters of the
hyperchaotic system. Among swarm intelligence methods
are ant colony optimization, artificial bee colony, genetic
algorithms, particle swarm optimization (PSO), cuckoo
search algorithm, glowworm swarm optimization, etc. [17].
The PSO algorithm has many advantages, including low
computational complexity, high concourse rate, and it does
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not mandate an extensive number of control parameters. PSO
primarily concentrates on a number of random particles and
aims to frequently find the best solution. The PSO algorithm
is extensively utilized to design modern image encryption
algorithms to provide high security [18], [19], [20], [21].
Based on the PSO algorithm and the logistic map, Wang and
Li [18] offered an image encryption mechanism in which the
fitness function of operating PSO is based on information
entropies and correlation coefficients to determine the final
cipher image. Also, based on the PSO and the logistic map,
Ahmad et al. [19] offered an image encryption mechanism
in which the fitness function of operating PSO is based
on the correlation coefficients to determine the final cipher
image. Likewise, based on cellular automata, the PSO,
and a hyperchaotic system, Zeng and Wang [20] presented
an image cryptosystem in which the fitness function of
operating PSO is based on the correlation coefficients
to determine the final cipher image. With the efforts of
designing image cryptosystems using PSO technique, the
task of these optimization algorithms is to construct many
cipher images for one pristine image and determine the
final ciphered image based on the best values of its
statistical analyses like correlation coefficients, information
entropy, chi-square value, etc. Motivated by utilizing the
optimization algorithms in designing cryptosystems, not
optimizing the keystream by selecting good initial conditions
or constructing several cipher images and selecting the
final cipher image based on its performance analysis,
Luo et al. [21] adapted the PSO algorithm combined with a
4D hyperchaotic system to design a novel image encryption
mechanism.

However, with the fast growth of quantum computers, most
of the cryptographic techniques that exist in the digital era
will perhaps crack down because their structure is based
on mathematical conceptions. Thus, current cryptographic
techniques require quantum paradigms in their construction
to resist the potential offensives from quantum machines in
the immediate future.

Discrete-time quantum walk (DTQW) is assumed to be an
adaptable model of quantum computation that can be adapted
as a perfect key constructor because of its intrinsic non-linear
chaotic dynamical properties. DTQW is like chaos, which
has a high sensitivity to primary parameters and chaotic
behavior, while DTQW has additional benefits like stability,
nonperiodicity, and has an unlimited key space theoretically
to resist various offensives [22].

Yet, efforts to realize physical quantum devices are
insufficient to build large-scale quantum computers. There-
fore, designing quantum algorithms is inapplicable until the
availability of quantum computers. Some researchers have
intended to design quantum-inspired algorithms to overcome
the problem of realizing a quantum device and utilizing the
power of quantum capabilities [23], [24], [25]. Regarding this
dilemma, Abd-El-Atty [26] suggested a new steganographic
technique for concealing medical images in public images,
in which this steganographic technique is based on adapted

PSO, quantum walks as a quantum-inspired model, and a 3D
chaotic mapping.

In this study, we aim to use DTQW as a quantum-inspired
model with chaotic maps and the adapted PSO algorithm
for designing a new image cryptosystem that combines
high security and efficiency with the capability to resist the
potential offensives from quantum machines. The introduced
cryptosystem employs a 3-D chaotic system [27] for gen-
erating three chaotic sequences (S1, S2, and S3) and the
controlled DTQW model for generating one sequence (S4).
The four generated sequences (S1, S2, S3, and S4) are fed
into the adapted PSO algorithm, which generates two new
sequences (V1 and P1), the position sequence (P1) being
used to permute the original image and the velocity sequence
(V1) being used in the substitution process. Simulation
outcomes prove that the presented encryption mechanism has
high security as well as high efficiency. To summarize the
contributions of this work:

1) A novel image cryptosystem is proposed, which
combines the adapted Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithm with a quantum-inspired Discrete-
time Quantum Walk (DTQW). This integration lever-
ages the strengths of both PSO and DTQW, resulting in
a unique and innovative approach to image encryption.

2) The presented security approach exhibits a high
sensitivity to even slight changes in the original image.
By utilizing chaotic sequences generated by a 3-D
chaotic system and a controlled DTQW model, the
cryptosystem ensures that minor modifications in the
plaintext lead to significant changes in the cipher-
text. This sensitivity enhances the system’s resistance
against attacks, reinforcing its security.

3) The proposed cryptosystem opens the door to utilizing
quantum-inspired systems with optimization mecha-
nisms in the design of modern cryptosystems. With its
high security and efficiency, as demonstrated by sim-
ulation outcomes, the cryptosystem is well-suited for
practical implementation in a post-quantum computing
era.

In what follows: the preliminary knowledge for a 3D
chaotic mapping, DTQW model, and the adapted PSO
algorithm are stated in Sec. II. The suggested image
cryptosystem is given in Sec. III, while Sec. IV is devoted
to the simulation outcomes. Eventually, concluding remarks
are given in Sec. V.

II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
A. 3D CHAOTIC MAPPING
Chaotic maps present an important task in developing cryp-
tographic mechanisms because of their non-linear chaotic
properties and their sensitiveness to primary key parameters.
Sambas et al. [27], presented a new 3D chaotic mapping
and presented its role in developing an image encryption
approach. The presented chaotic system is defined as
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in Eq. (1).
x1t+1 = x3t mod 1

x2t+1 =
(
−x3t (ax2t + bx22t + x1tx3t )

)
mod 1

x3t+1 =
(
x12t + x2

2
t − |x1t | − 1

)
mod 1

(1)

here x10, x20, and x30 are initial conditions and a, b are
control parameters of the system.A detailed dynamic analysis
of this system is illustrated in [27].

B. QUANTUM WALKS
Quantum walks have two classes: DTQW and continuous-
time quantum walk [28]. In this research, we pay attention
to DTQW, which is a perfect model of quantum walks and is
suitable for designing secure cryptographic algorithms [22].
The key elements of acting DTQW on a circle are the coin
particle Hp = cosµ|0⟩ + sinµ|1⟩ and the walker space Hs,
which both are in Hilbert space H = Hs ⊗ Hp. In every
step r of operating one-particle DTQW on a circle governed
by a binary string B, the unitary transformations T̂0 (T̂1) is
applied on the full quantum system |Q⟩ if the value of r th-bit
is 0(1), respectively. If the r th-step exceeds the length of B,
the unitary transformation T̂2 is applied. T̂0 can be stated as
given in Eq. (2) [22],

T̂0 = Ŝ(Î ⊗ Û0) (2)

where Ŝ refers the shift operator and can be represented for
operating one-particle DTQW on a cycle of odd N-node as in
Eq. (3).

Ŝ =
N∑
i=1

(|(i+ 1) mod N , 0⟩⟨i, 0|

+ |(i− 1) mod N , 0⟩⟨i, 1|) (3)

and the operator Û0 refers a 2 × 2 coin operator and in the
public case can be expressed as in Eq. (4) [22].

Û0 =

(
cosω0 sinω0
sinω0 − cosω0

)
(4)

Similar to T̂0, T̂1 and T̂2 can be defined using ω1 and ω2
where ω0, ω1, ω2 ∈ [0, π/2]. Finally, the definitive quantum
state |Q⟩r after r steps can be provided as in Eq. (5),

|Q⟩final =
(
T̂m

)r
|Q⟩initial (5)

where m ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The possibility of locating the walker at
position i after r steps can be represented using Eq. (6).

P(i, r) =
∣∣∣⟨i,0| (T̂m)r

|Q⟩initial
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣⟨i,1| (T̂m)r

|Q⟩initial
∣∣∣2
(6)

TABLE 1. Running environment description.

C. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
PSO is a hypothetical computation strategy using swarm
intelligence. PSO has the optimal performance capability
of social conduct; therefore, it can be employed to solve
different optimization issues. PSO is commonly used in
various fields such as adaptive control, machine learning,
function optimization, signal processing, and neural networks
due to its easy implementation, simple calculations, and
optimization for problems [20], [21].

In PSO, each particle represents an individual solution. The
algorithm initiates with the primary state of any particlem and
utilizes two values for each particle’s update: pbest (lm) and
gbest (gm). Each particle m has main two elements: velocity
(vm) and position (pm), which can be updated for each particle
using Eq. (7) [29].
vm,n(s+ 1) = βvm,n(s)+ c1× r1n(s)

(
lm,n(s)−pm,n(s)

)
+c2× r2n(s)

(
gm,n(s)− pm,n(s)

)
pm,n(s+ 1) = vm,n(s+ 1)+ pm,n(s)

(7)

here n denotes the dimension of m, β represents the inertia
coefficient, r1 and r2 are random numbers in the interval
(0,1), c1 and c2 are the collective and subjective parameters.

Motivated by utilizing the PSO algorithm in designing
cryptosystems, not optimizing the keystream by selecting
various initial conditions or constructing several cipher
images and selecting the final cipher image based on its
performance analysis, we ought to adapt the PSO algorithm
as presented in Eq. (8) [21].{

vs+1 = βvs + c1× r1s(ls − ps)+ c2× r2s(gs − ps)
ps+1 = vs+1 + ps

(8)

where r1, r2, and l sequences are generated by iterating the
3-D chaotic mapping, while the g sequence is generated from
the DTQW model.

III. PROPOSED ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
In this part, the suggested image cryptosystem using the 3-D
chaotic system, adapted PSO, and DTQW is presented. The
presented cryptosystem employs the 3-D chaotic system [27]
for generating three chaotic sequences (S1, S2, and S3) and
the controlled DTQW for generating one sequence (S4).
The generated four sequences (S1, S2, S3 and S4) are
utilized as input to the PSO algorithm for constructing two
new sequences (V1 and P1), in which the cycle length
of the generated sequences is the size of the original
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TABLE 2. Initial parameters description.

image. The position sequence (P1) is used to permutate the
original image while the velocity sequence (V1) is used in
the substitution process. For making the presented image
encryption algorithm highly sensitiveness to slight changes
in the pristine image, some information about the substituted
image is obtained, then this information is transformed
into a binary string for controlling the DTQW system and
generating a new sequence (S5). The first three chaotic
sequences (S1, S2, and S3) and the last sequence (S5)
generated by DTQW are used as input for the PSO algorithm,
which generates a new two sequences (V2 and P2), with
the new position sequence (P2) used to permutate the first
substituted image and the velocity sequence (V2) used to
substitute the second permutated image to construct the
final encrypted image. The outline of the presented image
encryption technique is given in Fig. 1, while the detailed
steps are pointed out in Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATION OUTCOMES
A PC with Intel® CoreTM 2 CPU 3.00 GHz, RAM of 4GB,
and prepared with MATLAB R2016b software is utilized
to assess the presented image cryptosystem (see Table 1).
The original images that were utilized to test our image
cryptosystem are taken from Kodak dataset1 and named as
Macaws, Window, Chalet, and Stream each of size 768×512
(see Figure 2). The initial parameters used for acting the 3-D
chaotic system (1) are set as x10 = 0.764, x20 = 0.549, x30 =
0.276, a = 14, and b = 3, while B = [1001 1010 1110 0100
1101 1100 0101 0011 1010 1110 0110 1011 1010], N = 271,

1True Color Kodak Images, http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/, Accessed:
10-2-2022.

r = 275, µ = 0, ω0 = π/3, ω1 = π/4, and ω2 = π/6 are
devoted to operate DTQW on a circle, and the key parameters
v0 = 0.5, p0 = 1, β = 0.1, c1 = 1, and c2 = 1 are for
processing the adapted PSO algorithm (see Table 2).

A. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
To calculate the correlation coefficients for the pristine and
ciphered images, we picked 104 pairs of neighboring pixels
in each direction at random, from which the correlation
coefficients can be expressed mathematically as given in
Eq. (9).

CF =

∑M
t=1

(
Ot − Ō

) (
Ct − C̄

)√∑M
t=1

(
Ot − Ō

)2 ∑M
t=1

(
Ct − C̄

)2 (9)

hereM states the whole number of selected neighboring pixel
pairs, and Ct , Ot point to the adjacent pixel values. The
results of correlation coefficients are declared in Table 3,
in which the values for the crypto-images are very adjacent
to zero. Also, Figures 3, 4, and 5 present the distribution
of correlation values for each direction for the Macaws
image and its corresponding encrypted version. From the
results presented in Table 3 and the graphs given in
Figures 3, 4, and 5, no helpful information was obtained
about the original image by evaluating the correlation
coefficients.

B. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
To test the sensitivity of the plain image to tiny bit modi-
fication, two tests are performed: UACI (‘‘Unified Average
Changing Intensity’’) and NPCR (‘‘Number of Pixels Change
Rate’’), in which they can be stated mathematically as
follows.

NPCR =

∑
a;bD(a, b)

M
× 100%,

D(a, b) =

{
0 if Cg1(a, b) = Cg2(a, b)
1 if Cg1(a, b) ̸= Cg2(a, b)

(10)

UACI =
1
M

∑
a;b

|Cg1(a, b)− Cg2(a, b)|
255

× 100%

(11)

where Cg1, Cg2 are two ciphered images for one original
image with tiny variations in one bit, M is the total number
of pixels that exist in the image. The results of UACI and
NPCR tests are stated in Table 4, which proved that any tiny
variations in the original image conduct to a huge difference
in the outcome ciphered image.

C. HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
The image histogram reflects the frequency of every pixel
value in the image. A well-developed image cryptosystem
must safeguard the congruous distribution of dissimilar
ciphered images to withstand statistical attacks. The his-
tograms for the original and encrypted Macaws images
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FIGURE 1. Outline of the presented image encryption procedure.

TABLE 3. Outcomes of correlation test.

are displayed in Figure 6, in which the histograms of the
plain images are distinguishable from each other and the
histograms of their equivalent ciphered versions are like
each other. Consequently, the suggested cryptosystem can
withstand histogram analysis attacks.

D. INFORMATION ENTROPY ANALYSIS
Information Shannon entropy is a statistical test of the pixel
value distribution per level in the image, which stated as
follows:

E(X ) = −
255∑
t=0

p(xt ) log2 (p(xt )) (12)

here p(xt ) states the probability of xt . The probable values
for a greyscale image are 28, so the ideal value for entropy

is 8-bit. Table 5 displays the outcomes of the entropy
test, in which every cipher image’s information entropy
value is pretty near to 8 bits. Consequently, the presented
cryptosystem is secure against entropy attack.

E. KEY SPACE ANALYSIS
Any well-developed cryptosystem must have a key space
larger than 2100 to withstand brute-force raids. The presented
encryption mechanism utilizes a set of key parameters (x10,
x20, x30, a, b, B, N , r , µ, ω0, ω1, ω2) in both the encryption
and decryption algorithms, in addition to initial values of
operation the adapted PSO algorithm. The key space for
the bit string B seems to be infinite, but actually the key
space must be finite. Assuming the computation accuracy for
digital resources is 10−16, then the total key space of our
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the Presented Image Encryption Procedure

Parameters: x10, x20, x30, a, b, B, N , r , µ, ω0, ω1, ω2, v0, p0, β, c1, c2 // Here x10, x20, x30, a, and b
are devoted to iterate the 3-D chaotic system (1), while B, N, r, µ, ω0, ω1,
and ω2 are devoted to operate the DTQW model, and the key parameters v0, p0,
β, c1, and c2 are for processing the adapted PSO algorithm (8)

Input: Original image (Og)
Output: Cipher-image (Cg) and SP

1 [H W C]← size(Og)// Acquire the size of the original image
2 [S1 S2 S3]← 3DChaoticSystem(x10, x20, x30, a, b,H ×W × C)// Act the chaotic map (1) for

H×W×C times
3 Pr1← DTQW (B,N , r, µ, ω0, ω1, ω2) // Act DTQW on a circle of N-node for r steps and

governed by the binary message B, where the primary particle is
Hp = cos µ|0⟩ + sin µ|1⟩, ω0, ω1, and ω2 are utilized to construct T̂0, T̂1, and T̂2,
respectively

4 S4← Resize(Pr1, [1 H ×W × C]) // transform the probability distribution vector Pr1 of
length N to a vector of length H ×W × C

// Process the adapted PSO algorithm (8)
5 for t ← 1 to H ×W × C do
6 v1t+1← β × v1t + c1× S1t (S3t − p1t )+ c2× S2t (S4t − p1t );
7 p1t+1← v1t+1 + p1t ;

8 Ps← sort(P1)// Order the components of P1 in ascending arrangement
9 PVec1← index(P1 in Ps)// Get the index for each component of P1 in Ps
10 OgVec← reshape(Og, 1,H ×W × C) // transform the original image to a vector
11 for t ← 1 to H ×W × C do
12 PgVec1(t)← OgVec(PVec1(t)) // permutation process

13 Key1← floor(V1× 1014) mod 256// Transform V1 sequence into integers
14 SgVec← PgVec1⊕ Key1// substitution process

15 SP←
∑H×W×C

t←1 SgVec(t)// Obtain some information about SgVec image
16 UB← [B de2bi(SP)]// Append the binary string resulting from de2bi(SP) at the end of

B
17 Pr2← DTQW (UB,N , r, µ, ω0, ω1, ω2);
18 S5← Resize(Pr2, [1 H ×W × C]);
19 for t ← 1 to H ×W × C do
20 v2t+1← β × v2t + c1× S1t (S3t − p2t )+ c2× S2t (S5t − p2t );
21 p2t+1← v2t+1 + p2t ;

22 Ps← sort(P2);
23 PVec2← index(P2 in Ps);
24 for t ← 1 to H ×W × C do
25 PgVec2(t)← SgVec(PVec2(t));

26 Key2← floor(V2× 1014) mod 256;
27 CgVec← PgVec2⊕ Key2;
28 Cg← reshape(CgVec,H ,W ,C)// Final cipher image

TABLE 4. Outcomes of UACI and NPCR testes.

encryption mechanism is 10192, which is acceptable for any
cryptosystem.

TABLE 5. Outcomes of entropy test.

F. KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Key sensitivity test is a crucial measure to prove the
security of any cryptographic application. To checking the
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FIGURE 2. Original images and their corresponding cipher ones.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of correlation values per direction for the red
component of the Macaws image, in which the diagrams in the first row
are for the original image and the plots in the other row are for the
corresponding cipher image.

sensitivity of the secret keys to the decrypt effects, the
CipherMacaws image is decrypted numerous times with
slight modifications in the actual secret keys, as shown in
Figure 7. According to the results shown in Figure 7, the
offered image encryption mechanism has a high sensitivity
for the secret key parameters.

FIGURE 4. Distribution of correlation values per direction for the green
component of the Macaws image, in which the diagrams in the first row
are for the original image and the plots in the other row are for the
corresponding cipher image.

FIGURE 5. Distribution of correlation values per direction for the blue
component of the Macaws image, in which the diagrams in the first row
are for the original image and the plots in the other row are for the
corresponding cipher image.

FIGURE 6. Histograms of Macaws image, in which the top row indicates
the image before encryption and the other row represents the image after
encryption.

G. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The performance of the presented mechanism is evaluated
from two viewpoints: time complexity and space complexity.
The space complexity of a cryptosystem is the amount
of memory required to encrypt an image of dimensional
h × w using that cryptosystem. The suggested cryptosystem
consists of two sequential rounds, and each round consists of
a key generation phase, permutation phase, and substitution
phase. At first, the 3-D chaotic system is iterated hw
times, then DTQW acts on a circle of N -node, which
requires O(N 2) of computational complexity. After that,
the adapted PSO system is iterated hw times. Therefore,
the total space complexity of the key generation phase is
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FIGURE 7. Decrypted image Macaws several times with tiny changes in the actual secret keys.

O(max(N 2, hw)). The permutation phase is based on arrang-
ing the elements of sequence P1 and obtaining the index of
each component, which requiresO(hw log hw) computational
complexity, while the substitution phase consists of the bit-
XOR process. Finally, the total space complexity of the
suggested encryption mechanism is O(max(hw log hw,N 2)).

To evaluate the suggested mechanism from the time
complexity perspective, Table 6 states the time taken to
encrypt gray-scale images of various dimensions compared
to other related mechanisms as reported in [8], [9], [21],
[30], [31], and [32]. From the stated data in Table 6 and the
stated space complexity, we can deduce that our encryption
mechanism can be utilized in real-time applications.

H. TYPICAL ATTACKS ANALYSIS
According to Kerckhoff’s principle, the cryptanalyst knows
everything about the cryptosystem under study except the
secret keys. A well-developed cryptosystem must withstand
typical attacks, including known-plaintext, ciphertext-only,
chosen-ciphertext, and chosen-plaintext attacks [24]. In these
attacks, the cryptanalyst can select a chosen pristine image by

TABLE 6. Encryption time (in seconds).

TABLE 7. Statistical analyses of Encrypted AllWhite and Encrypted
AllBlack images.

performing the chosen-ciphertext attack, and the encrypted
image can be obtained based on the encryption algorithm in
an attempt to extract some information about the secret keys
or to develop a technique to decrypt the cipher images without
requiring secret keys. Accordingly, the most powerful attack
is the chosen-plaintext attack, hence, if a cryptosystem can
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FIGURE 8. Corresponding ciphered images for allWhite and allBlack
images and their histograms.

withstand this attack, it also has the ability to withstand the
other three attacks. The suggested cryptosystem consists of
two sequential rounds, and each round consists of a key
generation phase, a permutation phase, and a substitution
phase. The key generation phase in the first round of the
suggested cryptosystem is based only on the secret key,
while in the second round its construction is based on the
substituted image from the first round plus the initial secret
key, in which any tiny changes in the original image lead
to a gigantic difference in the outcome ciphered image.
Some cryptoanalysts commonly utilize special images, such
as allWhite or allBlack images, to violate the cryptosystem.
The corresponding cipher images for allWhite and allBlack
images of dimension 512 × 512 and their histograms are
provided in Fig. 8, which are both noise-like. Moreover,
some statistical test results are stated in Table 7. From the
stated results in Fig. 8 and Table 7, no useful informa-
tion can be obtained by performing the chosen-ciphertext
attack.

I. DATA LOSS ANALYSIS
The transmitted data might miss some of its parts when
it transfers over a communication channel. Accordingly,
a good-designed encryption algorithm ought to have the
fitness to withstand data loss attacks. To appraise the
offered cryptosystem against data loss attacks, some slices
of the ciphered image were cut out and tried to recover
the original image from the deficient encrypted image
through the deciphring process. Figure 9 provides the
results of data loss offensives, in which the secret image is
efficiently gained without renouncing information in the cut
part.

J. DISCUSSIONS
The presented mechanism was analyzed from two perspec-
tives: performance and robustness to withstand different
attacks, including differential, statistical, brute force, and
occlusion attacks. From the viewpoint of performance, the
presented mechanism is evaluated from two perspectives of
complexity: space complexity and time complexity. The total
space complexity of the suggested encryption mechanism is
O(max(N 2, hw log hw)), while Table 6 stated the time taken
to encrypt gray-scale images of various dimensions compared
to other related mechanisms. From the stated outcomes,
we can conclude that our encryption mechanism can be
utilized in real-time applications.

From the viewpoint of withstanding different attacks,
Table 3 stated the outcomes of correlation coefficients,
in which the values for the crypto-images are very adjacent
to zero. Also, Figures 3, 4, and 5 present the distribution
of correlation values per direction for the Macaws image
and its corresponding ciphered version. From the outputs
presented in Table 3 and the plots given in Figs. 3, 4, and 5,
no helpful information was obtained about the original image
via evaluating the correlation coefficients. To esteem the
sensitivity of the original image to tiny bit modification,
UACI and NPCR tests were performed. The outcomes of
those tests are recorded in Table 4, in which ascertained that
any tiny variations in the plain image led to a giant difference
in the outcome ciphered image. Figure 6 displayed the
histograms for the original and encrypted Macaws images,
in which the histograms of the original image are dissimilar
from each other and the histograms of their equivalent
encrypted versions are like each other. Regarding entropy
attacks, Table 5 displays the outcomes of the entropy test,
in which every cipher image’s information entropy value is
pretty near to 8 bits. Regarding brute force attacks, the whole
key space of the suggested cryptosystem is 10192, which
is acceptable for any cryptosystem. To test the sensitivity
of the secret key to the decrypt effects, the CipherMacaws
image is decrypted numerous times with tiny modifications
in the actual secret keys, as shown in Figure 7, in which
the offered cryptosystem has a high sensitivity for the
initial parameters. The suggested cryptosystem consists of
two sequential rounds, and each round consists of a key
generation phase, a permutation phase, and a substitution
phase. The key generation phase in the first round of the
suggested cryptosystem is based only on the secret key, while
in the second round its construction is based on the substituted
image from the first round plus the initial secret key,
in which any tiny variations in the pristine image causing to
a gigantic difference in the outcome ciphered image. Hence,
the suggested cryptosystem has the capability to withstand
the typical attacks. To appraise the suggested cryptosystem
against data loss offensives, some slices of the ciphered
image were cut out and tried to recover the original image
from the deficient encrypted image through the deciphring
process. Figure 9 provided the effects of data loss offensives,
in which the secret image is efficiently gained without
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FIGURE 9. Results of data loss offensives, in which the first tuple presents the deficient ciphered images by removing out some of its slices and
the second tuple presents the analogous decrypted images.

TABLE 8. Average values of correlation, NPCR, UACI, information entropy of the suggested cryptosystem with their corresponding values declared in [9],
[10], [11], [12], [20], [33], and [34].

losing information in the cutting part. Finally, to guarantee
the efficacy of the offered encryption mechanism alongside
other corresponding cryptosystems, Table 8 presents the
correlation, NPCR, UACI, and global entropy average values
of the suggested cryptosystem with their corresponding
values declared in [9], [10], [11], [12], [20], [33], and [34].
From the values given in Tables 6 and 8, we can infer
the efficacy of the offered cryptosystem compared to the
corresponding mechanisms.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper has successfully achieved its primary objective
of exploring the integration of quantum paradigms and opti-
mization algorithms to develop modern cryptosystems that
offer high security and efficiency. Through the introduction
of a novel image encryption approach that combines chaotic
maps, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm,
and the Discrete-time Quantum Walk (DTQW), this paper
presents a robust cryptographic mechanism capable of
withstanding both quantummachines and digital attacks. The
simulation results validate the effectiveness and high security
of the proposed encryption approach, thereby affirming its
suitability for real-time applications. However, it is important
to acknowledge that the scope of this paper is limited to

securing image data types, and its applicability to other data
types such as videos, text, etc., remains unexplored. Future
research endeavors will focus on leveraging soft computing
architectures and quantum-inspired quantum walks to design
novel video encryption approaches specifically tailored for
Internet of Things (IoT) applications. These advancements
aim to provide enhanced security measures capable of
withstanding potential offensives from both quantum and
digital machines.
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